The Meghan Markle & Prince Harry Effect 1
Inspired by the courage being exhibited by so many to address equality and double standard issues
that have and continue to harm our human being.
The issues surrounding oppression, disparities, racial, and equality concerns have had a profound
effect in handcuffing our being and to date continues to cripple the prosperity of our local and global
communities.
Illuminating the spotlights on our efforts or the lack thereof toward change I would like to embrace all
of you who alleges to understand the various movements and messages but disagree with the
vehicles of approach.
Unfortunately in today's society it takes the unforeseen and many times a tired of being tired position
to birth a process of change.
Specifically acknowledging the power of our youth not limited to the very young, high schoolers,
colleges students, an all of you past and present individually and collectively even after being tainted
by ill beliefs, false teachings, amongst a host of other poisonous attributes all of you are undisguised
angels with your eyes on a global prize which ultimately defines the ingredients and initial steps of
change.
Unbeknownst to you via the hip hop culture against all odds you have birth and matured a process to
address racial and equality concerns to ultimately destroy the deadly divisions it causes.
Today the greater majority of you exhibit courage that knows no race, cultural barrier, nor color which
directly and indirectly addresses some of our society fears head on.
Although America’s uniqueness entails a history that highlights the good, the bad, and the ugly we
are simply trying to move forward to calmer and more fruitful waters for all.
With emphasis on our freedoms of speeches and expressions today no platform nor professions are
off-limits in search of equality and a better tomorrow. In fact the bigger your platforms and followings
are should be the better.
There are too many individuals, professionals, and professions to name who are doing their things
toward change.
I'll encourage you all and more to keep doing what you are doing because collectively we are starting
to rock some boats that has harmed humility, equality, and more for hundreds possibly thousands of
years.

The mentioned boat has been socially, culturally, and globally harmful toward unifying a thriving
community for all.
Undeniably many people and entities fear change however individually and collectively the heart of
the lion we exhibit daily will persevere for a stronger and far better global community. Eventually love
and the public backlash will conform and stand up.
Being sensitive to all the past and present interracial couples that were not embraced with love but
showered with prejudice the Meghan Markle & Prince Harry Effect is a victory for you all because love
rules.
In addition the engagement between Meghan and Harry has affected every industry not limited to
fashion, media, racial & cultural barriers, social & equality issues, humanity, and so much more.
If Princess Meghan can break the stereotype, all racial, and royalty barriers with Prince Harry and the
Royal family who possibly has been Meghan's #1 fan and supporter surely we can continue to follow.
So much so it has become exceedingly clear humility, being genuinely loving, and having a being
equality driven are attributes far greater than self.
No one should benefit more than our homes, hearts, local, and global communities.
The Meghan Markle & Prince Harry Effect 1 is real.
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